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Convert currency google sheets

It often happens that we have to add a price to a certain currency. At the same time, the goods may be sold in different currencies. Google Spreadsheets contain a very convenient currency conversion tool that you won't find in other programs. I'm talking about the GOOGLEFINANCE feature. This brings current or
archive financial information from Google Finance. And today we're exploring the function together. How to use GOOGLEFINANCE to get current exchange rates Although GoogleFINANCE is able to do a lot of things, we're interested in whether it can get foreign exchange rates. Function syntax is:
GOOGLEFINANCE(CURRENCY:&lt;from currency= symbol=&gt;&lt;to currency=symbol=&gt;) Note. Currency:&lt;from currency= symbol=&gt;&lt;to currency= symbol=&gt; arguments must be text strings. For example, to get the current US dollar-euro exchange rate, you can use the following formula:
=GOOGLEFINANCE(CURRENCY:USDEUR) The same can be applied to convert £ to £: =GOOGLEFINANCE(CURRENCY: USDGBP) and U.S. dollar to Japanese yen: =GOOGLEFINANCE(CURRENCY:USDJPY) To convert currencies even easier, just replace the text in the formulas with cell references: Here, B3
contains a formula which combines two currency names in A1 and A3: =GOOGLEFINANCE(CURRENCY: &amp;$A $1&amp;amp; A3) Tip. You can find the full list of all currency codes below. GOOGLEFINANCE to receive currency exchange rates at any time we can use the GOOGLEFINANCE function to see how
exchange rates have changed over a specified period of time or during the last N days. Exchange rates for a specified time to fetch exchange rates for a while, you must extend your GOOGLEFINANCE function with additional optional arguments: GOOGLEFINANCE(CURRENCY:&lt;from currency= symbol=&gt;&lt;to
currency= symbol=&gt;, [attribute], [start_date], [num_days|end_date]), [interval]) attribute (optional]) - use the price to get real-time currency exchange rates (short delay of up to 20 minutes) Tip. A complete list of available properties can be found here. start_date, end_date (optional) - your interest period. Use the DATE
function in these arguments. interval (optional) - how often you want to fetch data. It can be DAILY or WEEKLY, or numbers - 1 a day, 7 per week. Here's an example of this formula: =GOOGLEFINANCE(CURRENCY:USDEUR, Price, DATE(2017,9,1), DATE(2017,9,10), DAILY) As a result, we have a table whose rates
have been completed at the end of the day. You can use cell references instead of dates to simplify the formula and customize it with a few clicks: =GOOGLEFINANCE(CURRENCY:USDEUR, Price, A1, A1 +5,DAILY) A1 is the start date, and we add the number of days you need to add to it: Exchange rates for the last
N days we can also use the GOOGLEFINANCE function, to pull the exchange rates of the last N day (10 days in the formula below): =GOOGLEFINANCE(CURRENCY:USDEUR,Price, TODAY()-10,TODAY()) Get exchange rates easier to use in cell references in more example&lt;/to&lt;&lt;/from&gt; &lt;/to&gt;/from&gt;
Google Spreadsheets describes how you can use cell references in all arguments in the function. We examine the EXCHANGE RATES between EUR and THE US dollar over a 7-day period: =GOOGLEFINANCE(CONCATENATE(CURRENCY:, C2, B2), price, date($A 2), month($A 2), day($A 2), DATE($A 2), month($A
2), day($A 2)+7), DAILY) Source data - currency codes and start date - are A2:C2. To merge some variables into one, we use the CONCATENATE function instead of the traditional ampersand (&amp;ampersand). The DATE function returns the year, month, and day from a2. Then we add 7 days to our start date. We
can always add months: =GOOGLEFINANCE(CONCATENATE(CURRENCY:, C2, B2), price, date($A 2), month($A 2), day($A 2)), date(year($A 2), month($A 2)+1, day($A 2)+7), DAILY) All googlefincance function currency code is made up of the ALFA-2 code (2-letter country code) and the first letter of the currency
name. For example, to use the Currency Code canadian dollar is CAD: CAD=CA(Canada) + D (Dollar) Googlefinance function correctly, you need to know the currency codes. Here is the full list of currencies in the world. Tip. If you are interested in other world currency codes and their symbols, you can find the full list
here. To add currency symbols to a Google Spreadsheet, you must use the Windows Character Set. Just enter the country code, copy the character, and paste it into the spreadsheet. I hope this article will help you get up-to-date information on foreign exchange rates and you won't get caught unawares when it comes
to work finance. I have a cell in Russian rubles, and I want to convert them into U.S. dollars. What's the formula? I tried to find some keywords = something (currency, finance, convert, dollar, double, ruble and much more) but found nothing. Unlike many other features of Google Spreadsheets, googlefinance isn't easy to
explain with a single post. So you can learn this feature in part here. This time you will learn how to use GoogleFinance to convert currency in Google Spreadsheets. You'll also learn how to automatically update the latest currency exchange rates in Google Spreadsheets. GoogleFinance is a very useful feature in Google
Spreadsheets for those who deal with stock markets, as it can import both current and historical security information into Google spreadsheets. In addition, Google Spreadsheets can use this feature to obtain current and historical currency exchange rates. Google brings these pieces of information from Google Finance.
GoogleFinance function syntax: GOOGLEFINANCE(ticker, [attribute], [start_date], [end_date|num_days], [interval]) In this spreadsheet tutorial, I tap only the part of the Currency Exchange of the GoogleFinance function. Let me explain how to convert currency in Google Spreadsheets. Get the latest currency exchange
rates for all currencies on Google pages If your company is located in different countries such as the U.S., UK, Canada, Japan, China, India like all other countries, it must let you know the current currency exchange rates. You should know how much quantity of one currency is needed (e.g. US dollar) to buy or sell one
unit of another currency (e.g. Indian rupee). In other words, what is the price of your country's currency in the currency of the country where your company is? This way you can make or receive payments accordingly. You can also track cash flow abroad in your currency. GoogleFinance provides both current and
historical currency exchange rates in Google Spreadsheets. What are historical currency exchange rates? The GoogleFinance feature has the ability to import currency pointer rates for a specific period or earlier day. Such data are called historical exchange rates. Example 1: Formula:
=GoogleFinance(CURRENCY:USDINR) Result: 63.575 This formula returns the USD exchange rate with INR. This means 1 USD = 63,575 INR. Above 63,575 is the exchange rate of USD INR at the time of writing this post. If you apply this formula to your page, you may get a different rate because the exchange rate
will be updated automatically in Google sheets. This means that GoogleFinance is a volatile feature, such as date and time features. In the above formula, USD is the currency code of the U.S. dollar and INR is the currency code of indian rupee. So one thing's for sure. What's that? To use the GoogleFinance feature in
Google Spreadsheets, you need to know the currency codes for all currencies. You can find that advice below. In the example above, you can easily convert USDINR (US$to Indian rupee) into any other currency. Import ISO 4217 Currency codes from Google pages in a very simple formula can import all world currency
into Google pages with your ISO 4217 currency codes. This www.xe.com contains a list. We can use IMPORTHTML below Google sheet to import currency and currency codes into Google pages. See the link to the Web page in cell A1 and the formula in cell A2. This formula can import all currency codes in Google
pages with related country names. Note that this picture contains only part of the imported data. In the above screenshot, column C is left blank. There you can use the GoogleFinace formula to get current exchange rates. This means that with two formulas (one IMPORTHTML and the other BY GOOGLEFINANCE), you
can get current currency exchange rates for all currencies in the world in Google Spreadsheets. See the details below in the title. Create currency exchange rates table in Google Spreadsheets Using GoogleFinace Feature (1 USD Rates Table) In the above example, we have imported all currency and currency codes
into Google Spreadsheets. As already said, you will see column C is left blank. I'm going to apply the GoogleFinance formula there to get the current currency exchange rates (1 U.S. dollar rate or you can say 1 U.S. dollar equal, how much currencies) of all world currencies. The text entered in cell C2 is USD. You can
change the INR to get 1 INR rates. Below is the formula C3. You need to copy and paste under this formula to get exchange rates for all currencies. Formula: =GoogleFinance(CURRENCY: &amp;$C $2&amp;amp; A3) Actually, you can count the formula in C3 below, without cell references.
=GoogleFinance(CURRENCY: USDAED) How to obtain a specific date currency exchange rate in Google spreadsheets This section deals with historical foreign exchange rates. Convert currency to Google spreadsheets, but with a specific date or dates. The currency exchange rate for a specific date if you want to
receive the currency exchange rate on a specific date, the formula would be as follows. Formula: =GOOGLEFINANCE(CURRENCY:USDEUR, Price, DATE(2017,9,1)) This formula returns the US dollar exchange rate with EUR 2017.01.09.2017. Currency exchange rates for specific dates If you want to get currency
exchange rates for a time period called historical data, the formula with the start and end dates is as follows. =GOOGLEFINANCE(CURRENCY: USDINR, Price, DATE(2017,12,1), DATE(2017,12,31),DAILY) The above formula returns USD exchange rates with INR in December. Automate currency conversion and
amount If you have a source of income from different countries and different currencies, you can automate the conversion of currencies and amount for all these currencies. Below you will find one example. In column D, I added a formula separately for your reference. In the above example, you can see that the currency
USD, ILS, and AUD are converted to INR and then sum. For example, c2 I have taken the exchange rate USD INR and multiplied it by the value B2. Removing the header label in GoogleFinance Historical Data When you import historical exchange rates for a certain period of currency, the GoogleFinance feature may
return the output as below with the column label. You can see the Date and Close column page. How to remove these column trays in GoogleFinance in Google Sheets? =query(GOOGLEFINANCE(CURRENCY:USDEUR, Price, DATE(2017,12,20)),SELECT Col1, Col2 Tag Col1 '', Col2 ''') Query as above can resolve
this issue. That's all. I hope you have learned how to convert currency into Google Spreadsheets using the GoogleFinance feature. Feature.
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